The enforcement of an arbitration award in a country other than the one in which it was rendered has always been an important issue in international commercial arbitration. Business firms engaged in foreign trade usually carry out awards in good faith since they have undertaken in their contracts to abide by an award and are eager to maintain trade relations. It is one of the advantages of commercial arbitration that an award rendered by persons experienced in special fields will not be reviewed by courts on its merits, and therefore parties voluntarily accept the decisions of the arbitrators.' Sometimes trade organizations to which a recalcitrant party belongs are called upon to secure compliance with an award.
tional Procedural Law signed by Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Paraguay, Peru, and Uruguay at Montevideo on March 19, I94o.' This treaty, which provides for a summary procedure of enforcement of awards rendered in a signatory country, has not yet been ratified by any of the participating states.
Neither does the United States adhere to the Geneva Convention of September 26, 1927 on the Execution of Foreign Arbitral Awards (or to the Geneva Protocol on Arbitration Clauses of September 23, 1923) , s nor did any other country of the Western Hemisphere ratify these Geneva AgreementsY The Geneva Convention of 1927, which applies to "differences between parties subject respectively to the jurisdiction of different Contracting States," has been instrumental in improving the arbitration laws of many countries which enacted legislation to give effect to the Convention by embodying it in their domestic law. Either special statutory enactments to that effect were passed as in Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands, and India, or the principles were incorporated in the general arbitration statute, as in Sweden, France, and Germany. 10 These statutory provisions and court decisions on their interpretation are not directly applicable to instances where arbitration awards rendered in the United States have to be enforced abroad, since this country is not a party to the Geneva Convention of i927." It may further be noted that there is no prospect whatever that the United States may adhere to that Convention in the future. The Convention is definitely influenced (as is the Protocol) by continental European conceptions of arbitration law. Says the leading British treatise on arbitration:12 "The framers of the Protocol and Convention obviously had in mind the Continental rather than the British view of arbitration," a statement which is strongly supported by the outstanding American authorities, Lorenzen and Nussbaum.' 3 To the same effect, it was stated at the 1936 Conference of the International Law Association in Paris, France: "It is not surprising that the U.S.A. should not have seen its way to ratify either the Protocol (1923) or the Convention (1927) , consequent on its unwillingness to introduce certain principles into their system deemed to be unacceptable."' 4 Various reasons, such as the division of power under the Federal Constitution between the 7 Title III, Art. 5: On the Enforcement of Letters Requisitorial, Judgments and Arbitral Awards, translated in 37 At. J. INT'L L. Supp. ix8 (1943) . ' (1938) .
LAW AND CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS
Federal Government and the various states, and the limitation of federal law in so far as procedural matters are concerned, make such an attempt hardly advisable. Thus, no reference whatsoever to the Geneva Protocol on Arbitration Clauses of 1923 was made in the congressional hearings on the United States Arbitration Act of February 12, 1925 , though the latter deals also with "commerce with foreign nations."' Nor was an early and interesting proposal for a Commercial Arbitration Treaty which was initiated by the Committee on Arbitration of the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York and unanimously approved by the American Bar Association, ever submitted for congressional consideration."' For all these reasons, it may be suggested that the recent resolution of the XIIIth Congress of the International Chamber of Commerce in Lisbon, Portugal, in June i951, for "an immediate effort (whether by amendment of the Geneva Convention of 1927 or by a new Convention),"" will not find the support of American commercial organizations which would seem indispensable for any consideration of such a proposal by federal authorities of both the executive and legislative branches. Moreover, such a move for the United States' adherence to a multilateral convention is not urgent at all, since recently the modern bilateral commercial treaties of this country have undertaken to facilitate the use of international trade arbitration.
II
The attitude toward enforcement of foreign awards by countries which are parties to the international conventions of the Western Hemisphere or the Geneva Agreements may play a role in those instances in which bilateral agreements of the United States with those countries were concluded recently. Bilateral agreements for the enforcement of foreign awards are in existence between various European countries. Switzerland, e.g., concluded such agreements with Germany in 1929, with Sweden in 1936, and with the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia in I948.1 Most notable, in view of its activities in state trading and the immunity of government-controlled corporations, has been the attitude of the Soviet Union which has concluded, since the twenties, many elaborate commercial arbitration treaties with other European countries.
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More recently, the United States, in its modern bilateral Treaties of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, began to provide for the enforcement of arbitral awards rendered in disputes between nationals and corporations of the respective countries. The first instance was the Treaty with China of November 4, 1946, whereby arbitration awards would be accorded full faith and credit by the courts of the respective countries where they were rendered, without, however, providing for the enforcement of awards in the other country. "In the case of any controversy susceptible of settlement by arbitration, which involves nationals, corporations or associations of both High Contracting Parties and is covered by a written agreement for arbitration, such agreement shall be accorded full faith and credit by the courts within the territories of each High Contracting Party, and the award or decision of the arbitrators shall be accorded full faith and credit by the courts within the territories of the High Contracting Party in which it was rendered, provided the arbitration proceedings were conducted in good faith and in conformity with the agreement for arbitration." x TREA sS AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL AcTs SERIES No. 2155. "Contracts entered into between nationals and companies of either Party and nationals and companies of the other Party, that provide for the settlement by arbitration of controversies, shall not be deemed unenforceable within the territories of such other Party merely on the grounds that the place designated for the arbitration proceedings is outside such territories or that the nationality of one or more of the arbitrators is not that of such other Party. Awards duly rendered pursuant to any such contracts, which are final and enforceable under the laws of the place where rendered, shall be deemed conclusive in enforcement proceedings brought before the courts of competent jurisdiction of either Party, and shall be entitled to be declared enforceable by such courts, except where found contrary to public only in the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Economic Development between the United States and Uruguay of November 23, 1949, and in the Treaty of Amity and Economic Relations with Ethiopia of September 7, i95i, that no provision for the enforcement of arbitration awards was made. The standard clause quoted above is somewhat comparable to that of the Geneva Convention of 1927, to which most of the European countries are parties. It may be assumed that, after ratification of the recent treaties with the United States, the courts of these countries, when called upon to enforce American awards, will apply to some degree the principles governing that Convention."
This article will not try to present even a summary of the numerous concepts and differences of opinion on the enforcement of foreign awards which have appeared in numerous court decisions and legal writings in various countries. However, it will be necessary to review briefly the instances in which foreign arbitration awards have been enforced in the United States, in view of the concept of reciprocity prevailing in some countries for the enforcement of foreign decisions. It will be seen that even in the absence of any treaty obligation or statutory provision, a most liberal practice has been followed in the United States in cases where personal jurisdiction upon the American parties appeared to have been obtained abroad, both in the arbitration and the ensuing court proceeding. bolaget v. Weiss, 9 where the defendant, a New York resident, had agreed in a contract for the purchase of black granite that any dispute was to be settled by arbitration and without appeal. When a dispute arose, the defendant instituted arbitration proceedings in Sweden, but abandoned them later. When another dispute arose, he did not participate in proceedings initiated in Sweden by the plaintiff, pursuant to Swedish law, neither in the arbitration nor in the ensuing action for entry of a judgment on the award in the Court of the Administrator of Justice at Gothenburg, Sweden. The New York courts held, in an action upon the Swedish judgment, that the Swedish court had not obtained personal jurisdiction over the defendant. The case is to be distinguished from the Burnstine case since the defendant had not expressly agreed to arbitration in Sweden pursuant to Swedish law, although he himself had instituted an arbitration in Sweden in a previous dispute arising out of the same contract. No reference was made either in the Burnstine case, to a decision of the Court of Appeals of Georgia, in Wright, Graham & Co. v. Hammond, 30 where the parties had provided for arbitration "subject to the English Arbitration Act of 1889." An enforcement of the English award, as a common law award, was denied for the reason that "in contemplation of the parties it was to be made an order of His Majesty's High Court of Justice" and there was no allegation as to whether the award was ever made the order of the English court. Since the Georgia arbitration law applies only to domestic awards, the courts of that state would only enforce the award if it were converted into a judgment. Lorenzen"' rightly considered the decision unjustified, since under English law an award does not have to be enforced by the statutory method but may also be enforced by an action on the award, and there were no reasons why the award could not be enforced in Georgia as a commonlaw award. Products, Inc., " 3 an award rendered in a proceeding in Shanghai, China, was enforced against a Seattle corporation which in 1937 had sold steel plates to a German resident of Shanghai. The buyer refused the first shipment as not in accordance with specifications, whereupon the American exporter withheld further shipments. The contract provided for arbitration to be arranged by the Shanghai Metal Merchants' Association. A proceeding before two arbitrators, resident representatives of British and French firms respectively, was instituted in Shanghai, the American party not participating though duly notified. An award for i8,ooo American dollars was rendered in favor of the buyer, long before Pearl Harbor. Since the arbitration proceedings were in conformity with all requirements for ample notice, opportunity for hearings, and production of evidence, there was no reason for the Washington court to deny recognition and enforcement to the award which had been obtained abroad in an orderly procedure In an action to recover on the award of 1936 and on the British judgment of 1937, the Appellate Division, New York Supreme Court, unanimously held that the New York defendant was not duly represented in the British court procedure for the enforcement of the award as a judgment. "Once the award became final," said the court, "the authority [of the representative of the defendant] ceased unless the defendant submitted to the jurisdiction of the English courts personally or through his duly authorized agents." Summary judgment, however, was given on the arbitrators' award of 1935, confirmed by the British court order of 1936, making the award final (as distinguished from the proceeding to enforce the award as a judgment), since that proceeding was part of the procedure for obtaining a final award to which the New York party had clearly consented. The New York party could not be heard to impeach the finding of the arbitrators, since the order of the British court of 1936, which was not appealed from, made the award valid and binding upon the defendant, and since "the parties submitted to arbitration, selected their own arbitrators, impliedly agreed to abide by their decision, and participated in the arbitration which proceeded to a final award...."' It appears that, with the sole exception of the Drewry and Stern cases, the New York decisions and the Washington decision had to deal with the enforcement of awards and not with the enforcement of judgments entered upon the awards. The courts affirmed the well-settled rule that the validity of an award depends on observance of the law of the place where the award was rendered. That rule The answer is no. The Illinois, Missouri, and Tennessee decisions, all being rendered in states where the respective statutes do not provide for the enforcement of future arbitration clauses, enforced New York judgments against parties residing in the respective states who had not participated in the New York proceedings. In the Tennessee case the principle was stated" that "parties to an arbitration contract may consent in advance to the manner of obtaining jurisdiction over the person of the absentee party and such agreement, if followed, will give jurisdiction." Thus it may fairly be submitted that the attitude of American courts, both federal and state, is most favorable to the execution of foreign awards rendered outside of the state, either abroad or in a sister state of the Union. contract which contained a clause providing for arbitration in New York. It was one of the terms of the arbitration clause that if either party should fail to name an arbitrator within one month after demand, the party making the demand might name both arbitrators, and these two should select the umpire. The New York corporation demanded arbitration but the British insurance company failed to appoint its arbitrator. Acting under the provision of the Arbitration Law of New York, the claimant, being unable to secure jurisdiction over the British company in New York to require specific performance of the arbitration agreement, proceeded to appoint both arbitrators and the latter appointed an umpire with the result that an award was made in favor of the New York corporation. Suit on the award was brought in England against the British company which resulted in a judgment for the defendant, solely on the ground that in appointing the arbitrators and securing the appointment of the umpire, the New York corporation did not conform with the requirements of the New York Arbitration Law of 192o. The decision was based on the authority of Bullard v. Morgan H. Grace Co.,5 which involved an interpretation of the provision of the New York Arbitration Law on the designation of arbitrators where one of the parties was in default under the submission agreement by refusing to proceed to arbitrate an issue covered by the agreement. The House of Lords, regarding the question as one involving the domestic law of New York, followed the ruling of the highest court of that state. It must be observed, however, that the New York Arbitration Law later was amended to modify the proposition of the Bullard case so that now no court procedure is necessary to proceed ex parte in an arbitration. 6 Thus, the question of enforcement of an American award in England can hardly be determined on the authority of the Bankers case. 5 (Bogota, 1944) . be enforced in New York and since the procedural requirements of the Colombian Judicial Code for enforcement of foreign judgments were fulfilled.
The question of enforcement of awards abroad does not occur often when the losing party participated in the proceeding, as in the Colombian case. The two other decisions do not reveal any definite trend of foreign law. The British decision of x926 is based on a New York court decision which gave rise to an amendment of the statute; the Portuguese decision of 1946 rests on a provision of the Portuguese law on the exclusive competence of the court at the place where delivery of the goods should be made. IV
What are the principles which govern the enforcement of American awards abroad? Brief statements on the law of some countries would serve no practical purpose if they did not refer to specific statutory provisions and their interpretation through recent court decisions, or to pertinent foreign writings. Only such references would enable American counsel of the American party to secure information on necessary legal source material for any consideration of enforcement measures abroad." Another method will be followed here, namely, discussion of the problems encountered in the enforcement of American awards abroad in a case of current practice: an American importer who claims damages for breach of contract against a German exporter has obtained an award in an arbitration held in New York City. How does he enforce such an award in Germany, since the German debtor does not maintain any assets here from which satisfaction could be secured by attachment proceedings in New York? The example seems appropriate in view of the fact that trade with Germany has recently increased, and that many contracts with German traders provide for the settlement of disputes by arbitration, a method which has been in considerable use in German business relations for a long time. Finally, German law expressly provides for the enforcement of foreign awards, by a statutory amendment to the German Code of Civil Procedure (C. C. P.) 0 1 which will greatly facilitate international commercial arbitration. German law does not subordinate the enforcement of foreign awards to the concept of reciprocity which prevails in many countries for the enforcement of foreign judicial decisions. 2 The enforcement of American awards in Germany is not dependent on recognition of German decisions in the United States, since Article io44 C. C. p. 63 exclusively regulates the enforcement of foreign awards; therefore the requirement of reciprocity for the recognition of foreign judgments in Germany is not to be applied, by way of analogy, to foreign awards. 4 However, the American claimant who has to proceed in a German court for the enforcement of the arbitral award, is subject to the general requirement of depositing security for costs (cautia judicatum solvi) since in the United States non-resident aliens are likewise obliged to do so; in this respect reciprocity prevails under German law. 6 0 It may be mentioned in passing that Article i (III) of the Treaty between the United States and Germany of Friendship, Commerce and Consular Rights, of December 8, 1923,"' providing for "freedom of access to the courts" by the nationals of each signatory country, does not eliminate the necessity of depositing security for costs.
Article io44 C. C. P. applies only to "foreign awards" (auslaendische Schiedsprueche). An award rendered in an arbitration proceeding held in the United States, as in the case here under consideration, is without any doubt a foreign award under German law concepts. The prevailing opinion of the much discussed question of the "nationality" of a "foreign award" attaches decisive importance to the place of its rendition. 67 ceedings ("institutional arbitration") are referred to by the parties in their arbitration agreement, the seat of such agency will determine the "nationality" of the award. 8 The question is of minor importance for the American practice since all American institutional arbitration, under the Rules of the American Arbitration Association, the General Arbitration Council of the Textile Industry, the National Federation of Textiles, the Association of Food Distributors, the American Spice Trade Association, and of many other trade associations and commodity exchanges, is held exclusively within the United States. The foreign award to be enforced in Germany has to be a final award pursuant to the applicable foreign law, namely, definitive (verbindlich), of legal force and effect under foreign law, and not vacated pursuant to that foreign law. Such award need not be "final' in the specific meaning of the term as it is used in Article 39 of the (English) Arbitration Act, 1950, whereby "an award shall not be deemed final if any proceedings for the purpose of contesting the validity of the award are pending in the country in which it was made." 69 In that case, however, the German judge will most probably stay the proceeding for enforcement pursuant to Article 148 C. C. P. The reference to the foreign law, the American one in our case, is made manifest by the statute itself, since it expressly excludes (second sentence of paragraph i of Section io44) the application of Section io39 C. C. P.; the foreign award therefore need not be filed with the clerk of the (German) court, where execution is being sought. The latter requirement is mandatory for domestic awards under German law, even if the award was served upon the parties, contrary, for example, to Section 146o of the New York Civil Practice Act providing for the delivery of the award to one of the parties (or his attorney) or the filing with the court. The (American) claimant has only to prove that the award complies with the law of the country where it was rendered and which governs its validity. It has to be maengelfrei, free of any deficiencies of foreign law, e.g., the award has to cover only questions within the scope of the arbitration agreement, and must not go beyond the authority which the arbitration agreement granted the arbitrators. If the German debtor objects to the award on the allegation that it has no validity under foreign (American) fulfilled and not force upon the American claimant new proceedings in the United States. Possible objections of the debtor, based on alleged deficiencies of the award under American law, lead directly to the question which very often occurs at the outset of an attempt to enforce an American award abroad: shall the award first be confirmed by a judgment of the court at the place where it was rendered? No doubt there is hardly any better proof of compliance of the award with all requirements of the domestic law than a judgment entered upon the award. This is indeed the best certificate the American claimant could obtain for use in enforcement proceedings abroad. Though a foreign judgment is not necessary in Germany, in view of the (exclusive) regulation of Article io44 C. C. P., such proof of compliance with the foreign law will nevertheless facilitate enforcement in a summary procedure.
It is obvious that the award in itself is not a sufficient basis for enforcement abroad. An exequatur has to be obtained from the court of the place where satisfaction is to be sought. The procedure in the various countries depends on the available machinery and on the legal concept which has been developed as to the character of a foreign award;
71 whether it has to be considered an executory title which was created by a foreign authority, or more in the nature of a contract, as part of the "performance" of the agreement of the parties. The attitude of the legislator toward the enforcement of foreign awards was recently stated by Riezler as (transl.) "not so much influenced by the faith in the correctness of a certain theoretical construction, but by an attitude more or less motivated by reasons of lawpolicy, namely, to recognize, within its own territory, foreign decisions without substantial review of their merits and to facilitate international legal transactions, especially by assistance in the enforcement of foreign awards."
We have seen that the American claimant in German court procedure has only to prove that the requirements of the law governing the award have been complied with. He has to do it in a summary procedure which is indeed one of the most important means of facilitating the enforcement. The American claimant is not even allowed to institute court action based on the award, as he is forced to do in other countries 7 The necessary premise for such action under German law, the "need for legal protection" (Rechtsschutzbeduerfuis, Article 259 C. C. P.), does not exist because a specific remedy (Section io44 C. C. P.) is available to the claimant. What is the specific remedy under German law? It is an action for enforcement (Vollstreckungsklage, Article io42 C. C. P.), a summary procedure where an application for an order of enforcement has to be submitted to the court without compliance with other pro- " Op. cit. supra note 4, at 63r. " Cf. DicaY, CONFLICr OF LAWS 433 (Rule 95) (6th ed. 1949): "A foreign arbitration award has no direct operation in England, but if it fulfills the conditions requisite for the validity of a foreign judgment, it may be enforced by an action at the discretion of the court." visions for the enforcement of domestic awards. The German judge who, as we have seen, has to investigate ex officio whether the award is definite and without deficiencies under foreign (American) law, has also to investigate, pursuant to Section Io44 (II) C. C. P., whether the award is against the public policy of the forum, whether the defendant was duly represented (unless he consented to the proceedings), and whether he was granted a proper hearing (rechdiches Gehoer). As to the two latter conditions, the court has to investigate these circumstances, not ex officio, but only in case of objection by the (German) defendant, and then pursuant to the lex fori 74 and not, as are the first two prerequisites mentioned above (definiteness and absence of deficiencies), under the foreign law applicable to the award.
However, the most important condition to be investigated ex officio is that which prevails everywhere, whether written into statutory provisions or unwritten: no enforcement of foreign awards is possible if it violates the public policy of the forum, "especially if the award would compel a party to perform a transaction which is forbidden by German law" (Section io44 (II 2) C. C. P.). In this respect one instance has been considered by German courts; a foreign (Dutch) award which adjudicated damages against a German debtor for breach of contract resulting from his inability to transfer money abroad, was enforced though the transaction was prohibited under German foreign exchange law unless licensed by proper authoritiesYr Foreign exchange law, so widely accepted now in nearly all countries of the world, with the exception of the United States, Canada, Tangier, and Switzerland, remains a decisive impediment to the development of international commercial arbitration. An interesting effort has been made to eliminate the risks of not securing a license for payments abroad: Ecuador, by a Decree of December 14, i948,76 subjected to arbitration all foreign commercial contracts, not only those with United States traders. An arbitration clause referring to the Rules of the Inter-American Commercial Arbitration Commission is incorporated in all import and export permits granted by the Banco Central del Ecuador, in order to avoid tying up foreign exchange by long drawn-out court litigation. In any event, the uncertainty of foreign exchange control under ever-changing conditions of the national economy creates a serious barrier to international trade relations and thus to the functioning of commercial arbitration between different countries.
No other conditions for the enforcement of foreign awards are provided in German law; it may, however, be questionable whether the provision of Article io41 No. 5 C. C. P., whereby awards are to be vacated if reasons are not stated, are 79 (1949) . also applicable to foreign awards. Article io44 of the German C. C. P. makes no reference to that provision, nor does it expressly exempt its application (as in case of the requirement of filing of the award with the court). It was stated 7 " that the provision "does not offer sufficient grounds to deny the recognition of an arbitral award rendered without statement of reasons therefor, under a foreign law which does not require such reasons. In other words, parties in accepting the foreign law, may be assumed to have waived their right to demand the reasons for the award." This question brings to the fore an issue of great practical importance, since in American arbitration, awards very seldom contain reasons for the determination of the arbitrators. Be that as it may, for fear of court review of obviously erroneous statements or for other reasons of expediency, arbitrators are not only experts in their specific calling, but are usually no less skilled in the art of expressing in clear and understandable language the reasons for arriving at certain findings and conclusions. At least in international commercial arbitration, where the foreign trader has been used to seeing domestic awards rendered with reasons, awards should also be rendered in the United States giving the reasons for the arbitrators' determinations. Along these lines, it was recently said:'S The bar's confidence in arbitration would be increased if arbitrators published their findings of fact and gave reasons for their conclusions. Such opinions would not have to become binding as precedent nor expand the scope of judicial review. Those interested in promoting commercial arbitration should encourage the writing of opinions in order to clarify for lawyers the considerations which arbitrators deem relevant.
The principal defense available to the German debtor, as in all jurisdictions, domestic and foreign, will be that no jurisdiction over the losing party was obtained either in the arbitration or the ensuing court procedure for entry of judgment upon the award. That challenge is hardly tenable in cases where the foreign party participated in the proceedings. Here the party, either directly or by an authorized agent, will, by its very participation, have waived many requirements of the local (American) law. The party who did not participate in the (American) proceedings will most often challenge the existence of a valid arbitration agreement and, for that and other reasons, the validity of an award. When arbitration in New York City was expressly provided by the parties in the arbitration clause, there will be no great difficulty in proving that the parties submitted themselves to the procedure prevailing in New York. Nor will difficulties arise when the parties referred in their agreement to the rules of an agency administering arbitration, and thereby authorized the agency to determine the place of arbitration in case of failure of the parties to agree later on such place. Here, American courts" 9 considered the determination " Nussbaum, Problems of International Arbitration, supra note 8, 1, at 22. As to German court decisions on the waiver of that provision (of stating reasons), see SCHOENxz, op. cit. supra note 64, at 9 n. 44 (erroneously printed 41) to Art. 104r.
Note 672 (ist Dep't 1949). of the place of arbitration by an agency, such as the American Arbitration Association, binding upon the parties, who by reference to the rules made the determination a part of their agreement to arbitrate. Since under German law the validity of the award has to be determined according to the law governing the arbitration procedure, here New York law, there is no reason to believe that German courts, or for that matter, courts of other countries, will not recognize the American practice. This is all the more true as the (American) principle that the law of the place where the award was rendered governs its validity is generally recognized in many countries." 0 As to the obtaining of jurisdiction by the court which entered judgment upon an award, the provision in many arbitration clauses is of interest, whereby service by mail is authorized upon either the party or his agent or his attorney. American court decisions 8 have recognized the binding force of such a provision, which the parties adopted as part of their agreement to arbitrate, either directly or by reference to arbitration rules of an agency. The further question arises whether the court of the place where the award was rendered, in our case New York City, was also competent to enter judgment upon the award against the non-participating debtor, here the German defendant. The recent amendment of Section i45o of the New York Civil Practice Act, by Chapter 260 of the Laws of i95i, makes it clear that an agreement to arbitrate in the state of New York "shall be considered consent of the parties to the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court to enter judgment upon the award."
Another question is regulated by an express provision of Section io44 (II 3) of the German C. C. P., namely, that the party had to be "duly represented, in so far as the party has not expressly or tacitly consented to the proceedings." Here it may be of :nterest to note that the rules of some trade associations in New York provide for he exclusion of lawyers from arbitration proceedings and that such practice was recognized by the courts LAW AND CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS Section 1454 C. P. A. be amended to provide expressly for the right of a party to be represented by an attorney in the arbitration and that the right be waived only with the full awareness of the party, such as participation in the hearings without objection.
Other questions may arise when a German debtor, who did not participate in the arbitration and the ensuing court action for entry of judgment, will object to the proceedings on the ground that the appointment of arbitrators by a trade association which administered the arbitration did not afford him an unbiased arbitration board, in view of the so-called monopoly-like control by trade organizations of the affairs of non-members."' Under the German concept, American practice will prevail here too, it being the foreign law governing the arbitration proceeding and the validity of the award. Other questions, such as the power of the arbitrator to subpoena witnesses and the competence of the court to review the award on its merits, are also determined by American law which in the main does not permit court review of the merits of the award s5 If any of the challenges of the award prevails upon the German judge, he is not allowed to set it aside. This would be assuming rights which are incompatible with the relation of independent jurisdictions. The German judge will deny by a declaratory judgment the enforcement of the foreign award in Germany, and his decision will have no effect as res judicata of the foreign award. He has no authority to refer the case back to the foreign jurisdiction; the American plaintiff may have the German court action suspended pursuant to Article 148 German C. C. P., until appropriate or necessary clarification has been obtained by him from the proper foreign (American) jurisdiction. -If the award was set aside in the country in which it was rendered after being declared executory in Germany, an action may be instituted in Germany, pursuant to Article io44 IV C. C. P., to set aside the order of enforcement.
This example of a modern statute which greatly facilitates the enforcement of foreign awards in Germany, shows that among practical approaches to the solution of many problems of arbitration, one is of decisive value: the improvement of the respective statutory arbitration law. This is indeed the way which should primarily be pursued in many countries-and also in some states of the United States of America-where outdated arbitration statutes should be amended to adopt some, if not necessarily all, features of modern arbitration laws. Statutory improvement of the arbitration laws of many countries is certainly preferable to the attempt for a universal solution of the problem here under consideration: the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards.
V Recently, efforts of many years have been resumed to facilitate the execution of foreign awards through the conclusion of international agreements. The International Institute for the Unification of Private Law in Rome, Italy, which had prepared in 1936 a Draft of an International Law on Arbitration," 6 submitted a final draft in December I94o. It provided for the universal enforcement of arbitral awards in its Article 28 as follows:
When leave has been given to issue execution of an award by a judicial authority of one of the countries in which the present law is in force, the award may be the subject of proceedings for enforcement in any one of such countries. Enforcement shall nevertheless be refused if the award is contrary to public policy in the country where execution is claimed or if it has been made in respect of some matter which the law of such country does not permit to be submitted to arbitration. " The Institute characterizes the proposal, op. cit. supra note 87, at 37, as follows: "The draft is based on the main idea of allowing the universal execution of arbitration awards in accordance with the uniform rules. This principle is supported by guarantees which allow of avoiding eventual conflicts arising out of the national laws of the countries concerned; this is why the procedure of execution is subject to the examination of the local authorities notwithstanding the exequatur granted in a country where the uniform rules have been adopted. In order to avoid as far as possible any conflicts that might arise owing to discrepancies between national laws, the draft provides for instance that the cancellation of the award must be asked in the country where the exequatur has been requested." It may, however, be submitted that the reason mentioned by the Institute in its Preliminary Draft, supra note 87, at 38, namely, that appeals against orders of execution should be left solely to the determination of national laws as intimately connected with their judicial organization, seems also-and even more-prevalent in the question of a universal effect of an exequatur. representative of the American Arbitration Association on this Committee," 0 that "an international law on arbitration should first have its roots in a more or less uniform arbitration practice in many nations," and that ".... a unification of arbitration practice has to be achieved to a certain degree before any legislative attempt on an international basis can be undertaken." It is still hoped that other legislative attempts will be pursued, 9 among them the inclusion in bilateral commercial treaties of provisions facilitating international commercial arbitration. More will be achieved by a coordination of the rules of the principal agencies administering arbitration in the various countries. Such unification of the rules and a coordination of practice 92 will greatly contribute to the aim which international commercial arbitration has always maintained: voluntary compliance with the determination of arbitrators in whose expert knowledge and fairness the parties put their confidence when adopting arbitration as the means of settling commercial controversies. (Zurich, Switzerland, 195) .
"' The topic has also been considered in deliberations on the establishment of an International Trade Organization. The Habana Charter of March 24, 1948 provides in Art. 72 (7 c ii), as one of the functions of the organization to "make recommendations, and promote bilateral or multilateral agreements concerning measures designed to facilitate commercial arbitration." United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment, Final Act and Related Documents (E/Conf. 2/78) 44 (1948 
